URGENT-IMPORTANT NOTICE

To avert chance of discrepancies and malpractices during exam, MEDHAVI has incorporated various factors which will help to create a level field for the applicants.

Candidates are advised to follow instructions carefully, failing which will result in disqualification.

1. **Candidates must** ensure that they **have** the LATEST VERSION OF MEDHAVI APPLICATION installed in their mobile/computer.

2. Candidates are advised to **check their authenticity** 15 min prior of the exam using their Registration No and Passcode on login page.

3. **Candidates must login** for scholarship exam or mock test on **scheduled time only. CANDIDATES WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO LOGIN UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES after login time.**

4. Candidates are bound to submit test within **20-25 minutes** from scheduled time otherwise you will be considered as disqualified. (Ex. If scheduled time is 10:00 AM then the test must be submitted before 10:25 AM)

5. Candidates must use their **Registration number** as USER ID and DATE OF BIRTH in dd/mm/yyyy format as PASSWORD.

6. Candidates must read the instructions carefully and agree to the same.

7. Candidates are **NOT ALLOWED** to press BACK BUTTON during exam, it will lead to disqualification.

8. Candidates are **NOT ALLOWED** to ATTEND CALL during exam, it will lead to DISQUALIFICATION.

9. **SWITCHING** to other screen than Medhavi application during exam is **STRICTLY PROHIBITED**, it will result in DISQUALIFICATION.
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